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This paper develops the theory of density estimation on the Stiefel manifold
Vk, m , where Vk, m is represented by the set of m_k matrices X such that X$X=Ik ,
the k_k identity matrix. The density estimation by the method of kernels is
considered, proposing two classes of kernel density estimators with small smoothing
parameter matrices and for kernel functions of matrix argument. Asymptotic
behavior of various statistical measures of the kernel density estimators is investi-
gated for small smoothing parameter matrix andor for large sample size. Some
decompositions of the Stiefel manifold Vk, m play useful roles in the investigation,
and the general discussion is applied and examined for a special kernel function.
Alternative methods of density estimation are suggested, using decompositions
of Vk, m .  1998 Academic Press
AMS subject classifications: 62H11, 62G07, 62G20.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There exists a large literature on univariate density estimation by various
methods, for example, the method of kernels first considered by Rosenblatt
[27] (see Whittle [36], Parzen [24], and Watson and Leadbetter [35])
and the method of orthogonal series introduced by C8 encov [2] (see
Schwartz [28], Watson [33], Walter [32], and Wahba [31]). The methods
were extended to vector-variate density estimation by, e.g., Cacoullos [1],
Epanechnikov [14], and Scott [29]; see also the books by Prakasa Rao
[25] and Silverman [30].
The problem of density estimation on the space Sm of all m_m
symmetric matrices and on the space Rm, p of all m_p rectangular matrices
was considered by Chikuse [9].
Hall et al. [16] considered kernel density estimation on the unit hyper-
sphere V1, m . They proposed two classes of kernel density estimators on
V1, m , replacing the notion of distance between two vectors in Rm with the
inner product (cosine) of two unit vectors in V1, m , and described basic
properties, and explicit formulae and large sample properties for bias,
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variance and loss of the kernel density estimators. A decomposition of a
random vector in V1, m played useful roles especially to evaluate various
integrals in the derivations.
This paper is concerned with estimating unknown density functions of
distributions on the Stiefel manifold Vk, m for general k1, extending the
discussion of Hall et al. [16].
The Stiefel manifold Vk, m is the space whose points are k-frames in Rm,
where a set of k orthonormal vectors in Rm is called a k-frame in Rm
(km). The Stiefel manifold Vk, m is represented by the set of m_k
matrices X such that X$X=Ik , where Ik is the k_k identity matrix. For
m=k, Vk, m is the orthogonal group O(m). The special cases are the unit
hypersphere V1, m in general, the sphere (m=3), and the circle (m=2),
for which there exists an extensive literature of statistical analyses of
directional statistics. For the derivations of the results on Vk, m , we need to
define the Grassmann manifold. The Grassmann manifold Gk, m&k is the
space whose points are k-planes V, that is, k-dimensional hyperplanes in
Rm containing the origin. To each k-plane V in Gk, m&k corresponds a
unique m_m orthogonal projection matrix P idempotent of rank k onto
V. If the k columns of an m_k matrix Y in Vk, m span V, we have
YY$=P. Let Pk, m&k denote the set of all m_m orthogonal projection
matrices idempotent of rank k.
For a matrix X # Vk, m , the columns of which span a k-plane V in
Gk, m&k , the k-frame X is determined uniquely by the specification of the
k-plane V and the orientation of the k-frame in V. This is expressed as
X=YQ, (1.1)
where we introduce another m_k reference k-frame Y in V, specifying the
k-plane V such that, with P in Pk, m&k corresponding to V, YY$=XX$
=P, and the orientation Q # O(k).
The differential forms for the invariant measures on the manifolds Vk, m ,
Gk, m&k and, equivalently, Pk, m&k have been derived by, e.g., James [18],
Farrell [15], and Chikuse and Watson [10], being denoted by (dX ), (dY )
and, equivalently, (dP), where Y is a reference k-frame such that P=YY$.
That is, we have
(dX )= 
m&k
j=1

k
i=1
x$k+ j dxi 
i< j
1
k x$j dx i , (1.2)
where, for X=(x1 } } } xk) # Vk, m , we choose an m_(m&k) matrix
X==(xk+1 } } } xm) such that (X b X=) # O(m),
(dY )= 
m&k
j=1

k
i=1
y$k+ j dyi , (1.3)
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and, equivalently,
(dP)= 
m&k
j=1

k
i=1
y$k+ j dPyi , (1.4)
where, for the reference k-frame Y=(y1 } } } yk), we choose an m_(m&k)
matrix Y==(yk+1 } } } ym) such that (Y b Y=) # O(m). Here, for any matrix
X=(xij), dX=(dxij) denotes the matrix of differentials. From (1.1), it is
readily shown (see James [18]) that
(dX )=(dY )(dQ). (1.5)
The normalized invariant measures of unit mass, that is, the uniform
distributions on Vk, m and Pk, m&k , are given by
[dX]=(dX )v(k, m) and [dP]=(dP)g(k, m), (1.6)
where the total masses of Vk, m and Pk, m&k are given by
v(k, m)=|
Vk, m
(dX )=2k?km21k( 12m) and
g(k, m)=|
Pk, m&k
(dP)=|
Gk, m&k
(dY)=?k(m&k)21k( 12 k)1k(
1
2m),
respectively, with 1k(a)=?k(k&1)4 >ki=1 1[a&
1
2 (i&1)] being the multi-
variate gamma function. Throughout this paper, density functions of
distributions on Vk, m are expressed with respect to [dX], while those on
the spaces Sm and Rm, p are expressed with respect to the usual Lebesgue
measures (dX) defined for X # Sm and Rm, p , respectively.
Section 2 develops decompositions (or transformations) of random
matrices on the Stiefel manifold Vk, m and on the manifold Pk, m&k (or the
Grassmann manifold Gk, m&k), which also lead to the corresponding
decompositions of the invariant measures (or Jacobians of the transforma-
tions) on the manifolds. We present one-to-one transformations of Pk, m&k
onto the space Rm&k, k or the subspace R (1)m&k, k of Rm&k, k defined by (2.3).
Thus, apart from sets of measure zero, the manifold Pk, m&k is analytically
homeomorphic to the spaces Rm&k, k or R (1)m&k, k ; we note the dimension
of Pk, m&k being k(m&k). The discussion is followed by the one-to-one
transformations of the manifold Vk, m onto the product spaces
Rm&k, k _O(k) or R (1)m&k, k_O(k). The results not only are of theoretical
interest in themselves, but will also be of practical use in later sections.
Section 3 is concerned with the density estimation by the method of
kernels on Vk, m , and we propose two classes of kernel density estimators
f 1(X; M) (3.1) and f 2(X, M) (3.2) for X # Vk, m which are based on two
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kinds of residuals, with small smoothing parameter (positive definite)
matrix M, choosing a kernel function K(T ) of matrix argument. For small
smoothing parameter matrix M andor for large sample size n, we inves-
tigate asymptotic behavior of various statistical measures of the estimators
f j (X; M), j=1, 2. The one-to-one transformation of the manifold Vk, m onto
the product space R (1)m&k, k _O(k) developed in Section 2 plays a useful role
for the asymptotic evaluation of the integrals over Vk, m occurring in those
statistical measures. The general discussion of kernel density estimation on
Vk, m is applied and examined for a special kernel function K(T )=etr(&T ).
The preceding discussion may indicate that, with small smoothing parameter
matrix M, the kernel density estimation is independent of the choice of the
kernel function.
There may often occur the case where estimating unknown density
functions on the space Rm&k, k and hence on the subspace R (1)m&k, k (and
on O(k)) is easier than that on the manifold Vk, m , while the problem of
density estimation on Rm, p was already discussed in Chikuse [9]. In
Section 4, we propose methods to solve the density estimation problem for
that case; we first estimate unknown density functions on R (1)m&k, k (and on
O(k)), and then the estimated density functions are transformed to those
on Vk, m via the one-to-one transformation developed in Section 2. We
propose an alternative method using another decomposition of Vk, m .
The theory of density estimation on the Grassmann manifold Gk, m&k or,
equivalently, the manifold Pk, m&k will be discussed elsewhere due to the
space allowed in this paper.
The reader who is interested in statistical analysis of other distributional
and inferential problems on the Stiefel and Grassmann manifolds may be
referred to, e.g., Chikuse [36, 8], Downs [13], Jupp and Mardia [20],
Khatri and Mardia [21], and Prentice [26]; and Chikuse [7] and
Chikuse and Watson [10], respectively.
2. DECOMPOSITIONS OF THE SPECIAL MANIFOLDS
2.1. Decompositions of Pk, m&k
For a random matrix P on Pk, m&k , let Y be the m_k reference k-frame
such that P=YY$, and 1 an m_k constant matrix in Vk, m . Then we can
express Y as
Y=(1+1=Z)(Ik+Z$Z)&12, (2.1)
with one-to-one correspondence with an (m&k)_k matrix Z # Rm&k, k ;
we note that the dimension of Pk, m&k is k(m&k). Here, for a positive
semi-definite matrix A, A12 denotes the unique square root of A.
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Next we consider the one-to-one transformation
W=Z(Ik+Z$Z)&12 or Z=W(Ik&W$W)&12, (2.2)
from Z # Rm&k, k onto W # R (1)m&k, k , where
R (1)m&k, k=[W # Rm&k, k ; 0W$W<Ik]. (2.3)
A statistic measuring the (squared) redidual of P=YY$ from 11 $ (or that
of Y from 1) may be
Ik&1 $YY$1=(Ik+Z$Z)&12 Z$Z(Ik+Z$Z)&12=W$W,
and hence W may be regarded as a redidual matrix. The transformation
(2.1) is rewritten as
Y=1(Ik&W$W )12+1=W. (2.4)
We note that there are singular situations such as when Z and W are not
of full ranks but that such singular situations occur with measure zero.
Hence the transformations considered in Section 2 are defined, apart from
sets of measure zero.
Theorem 2.1. The Jacobians of the transformations (2.1), (2.2), (2.4),
and P=YY$ with Y expressed as (2.1) and (2.4) are given as
[dP]=[dY]=[ g(k, m)]&1 |Ik+Z$Z|&m2 (dZ), (2.5)
(dZ)=|Ik&W$W| &(m+1)2 (dW ), (2.6)
and hence
[dP]=[dY]=[ g(k, m)]&1 |Ik&W$W|&12 (dW ). (2.7)
Proof. The differential form (dP) given by (1.4) for the invariant
measure on Pk, m&k can be expressed as
(dP)= 
m&k
j=1

k
i=1
vij , where V=(vij)=Y$ dP Y=. (2.8)
If we write Y==(1=+1U )(Im&k+U$U )&12 for a matrix U # Rk, m&k ,
similarly to (2.1), the fact that Y$Y==0 yields that U=&Z$, and we can
express
Y==(1=&1Z$)(Im&k+ZZ$)&12. (2.9)
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Differentiating P=YY$ with Y given by (2.1) with respect to Z, in view of
(2.8) and (2.9), we obtain
Y$ dP Y==(Ik+Z$Z)&12 dZ$(Im&k+ZZ$)&12,
which yields the desired result (2.5).
Next, assuming m&kk, for the unique singular value decomposition
of Z,
Z=H (Z)1 T
(Z)
k H
(Z)$
2 , where H
(Z)
1 # V k, m&k , H
(Z)
2 # O(k), and
(2.10)
T (Z)k =diag(t
(Z)
1 , ..., t
(Z)
k ), t
(Z)
1 > } } } >t
(Z)
k >0,
we can write (see James [18, Eq. (8.8)])
(dZ)= ‘
k
i=1
t (Z)m&2ki ‘
i< j
k
1
(t (Z)2i &t
(Z)2
j ) 
k
i=1
dt (Z)i (dH
(Z)
1 )(dH
(Z)
2 ), (2.11)
and we shall rewrite the right-hand side of (2.11) in terms of (dW )
expressed similarly as in (2.11) for the singular value decomposition of W,
W=H (W )1 T
(W )
k H
(W )$
2 . Here V k, m denotes the 2
&k th part of Vk, m consisting
of matrices X1 # Vk, m whose elements of the first row are positive with the
normalized invariant measure [dX1]=2k(dX1)v(k, m).
From (2.2), we can express Z as
Z=H (W )1 T
(W )
k H
(W )$
2 (Ik&H
(W )
2 T
(W )2
k H
(W )$
2 )
&12
=H (W )1 T
(W )
k (Ik&T
(W )2
k )
&12 H (W )$2 ,
which yields, in view of (2.10),
H (Z)1 =H
(W )
1 , H
(Z)
2 =H
(W )
2 ,
and
T (Z)k =T
(W )
k (Ik&T
(W )2
k )
&12 or
t (Z)i =t
(W )
i (1&t
(W )2
i )
&12, i=1, ..., k. (2.12)
From (2.11) and (2.12), we readily see that the right-hand side of (2.11) is
expressed as >ki=1 (1&t
(W )2
i )
&(m+1)2 (dW ), completing the proof of (2.6)
for the case m&kk.
For the case m&k<k, writing the unique singular value decomposition
of W$ as W$=H (W$)1 T
(W$)
r H
(W$)$
2 , with r=m&k, it is seen that we can
express Z as
Z=H (W )$2 T
(W$)
r (Ir&T
(W$)2
r )
&12 H (W$)$1 .
The rest of the proof of (2.6) is similar to that for the case m&kk. K
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2.2. Decompositions of Vk, m
Using the preceding results, we shall obtain one-to-one transformations
of the manifold Vk, m onto the product spaces Rm&k, k_O(k) or
R(1)m&k, k _O(k). Let us consider the decomposition (1.1) of X # Vk, m ,
and let 1 be an m_k constant matrix in Vk, m . For given Q, we make the
transformation Y  Z defined by (2.1) with 1Q$ replacing 1; that is,
Y=XQ$=(1+1=Z*)(Ik+Z*$Z*)&12 Q$. (2.13)
Thus we obtained the transformation X # Vk, m  (Z, Q) # Rm&k, k_O(k)
given by
X=(1+1=Z*)(Ik+Z*$Z*)&12, with Z*=ZQ for Z # Rm&k, k ,
(2.14)
and hence the transformation X  (W, Q) # R (1)m&k, k_O(k) given by
X=1(Ik&W*$W*)12+1=W*, with W*=WQ, (2.15)
where W=Z(Ik+Z$Z)&12 # R (1)m&k, k [hence W*=Z*(Ik+Z*$Z*)
&12].
The transformations (2.14) and (2.15) are defined for Z and W, respec-
tively, conditionally on Q and for Q marginally. We note that, for given Q,
(dZ*)=(dZ) and (dW*)=(dW ). Using Theorem 2.1, we establish
Theorem 2.2. The Jacobians of the transformations X  (Z, Q) and
X  (W, Q) defined by (2.14) and (2.15) are, respectively, given by
[dX]=[ g(k, m)]&1 |Ik+Z$Z|&m2 (dZ)[dQ], (2.16)
and
[dX]=[ g(k, m)]&1 |Ik&W$W| &12 (dW)[dQ]. (2.17)
It is noted, in view of Theorem 2.1, that the results (2.16) and (2.17) are
the same as the Jacobians of the transformations X  (Y, Q)  (Z, Q) and
X  (Y, Q)  (W, Q), defined by (1.1) and, subsequently, by (2.1) and
(2.4), respectively.
3. KERNEL DENSITY ESTIMATION ON THE
STIEFEL MANIFOLD
3.1. General Discussion
Given a random sample X1 , ..., Xn of size n on the manifold Vk, m , we
estimate the underlying density function f (X ) using a kernel function K(T ).
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Now the discrepancy between the random matrices X and Xi on Vk, m
may be measured by Ik&X$iX (or Ik&X$Xi), or Ik&X$iXX$Xi (or
Ik&X$X iX$iX ). We propose the two classes of estimators
f 1(X; M)=
1
n
c1(M) :
n
i=1
K[M&12(Ik&X$iX ) M &12], (3.1)
and
f 2(X; M)=
1
n
c2(M) :
n
i=1
K[M&12(Ik&X$iXX$X i) M&12], (3.2)
where Ik&X$iX and Ik&X$iXX$Xi may be replaced by Ik&X$Xi and
Ik&X$X iX$iX in (3.1) and (3.2), respectively, and the smoothing parameter
M is a small k_k positive definite matrix which may depend in some way
on the sample size n. Putting
K(1)(X$iX; M)=K[M&12(Ik&X$iX ) M&12], (3.3)
and
K(2)(X$iX; M)=K[M &12(Ik&X$iXX$Xi) M &12], (3.4)
c1(M) and c2(M) are chosen so that
1
cj (M)
=|
Vk, m
K( j)(X$i X; M)[dX], for j=1, 2. (3.5)
Since Ik&X$iX>0 and Ik&X$i XX$Xi>0 (which will be seen soon), the
kernel functions K(T ) in (3.1) and (3.2) must be decreasing functions of T;
the problem of density estimation using the kernel function
K(T )=etr(&T ) will be discussed in detail in Section 3.2.
Let us consider the transformation X  (W, Q) defined by (2.15), with Xi
replacing 1 for given Xi ; that is,
X=Xi (Ik&W*$W*)12+X =i W*, with W*=WQ. (3.6)
From X$iX=(Ik&W*$W*)12, we see that X$iX can be replaced by X$Xi ,
and that, using Theorem 2.1, the integrals given by (3.5) become the
Euclidean integrals
1
cj (M)
=
1
g(k, m) |R(1)m&k, k
K( j)[(Ik&W$W )12; M]
_|Ik&W$W|&12 (W ), for j=1, 2, (3.7)
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where we note that
K( j)[(Ik&W$W)12; M]
={K[M
&12[Ik&(Ik&W$W )12] M&12],
K(M &12W$WM &12),
for j=1,
for j=2.
(3.8)
In what follows, we shall investigate asymptotic behavior, for small M
andor for large sample size n, of the following quantities, for j=1, 2: the
expection of f j (X; M) at X,
E[ f j (X; M)]=cj (M) |
Vk, m
K( j)(X$iX; M) f (X1)[dX1], (3.9)
and the variance of f j (X; M) at X,
Var[ f j (X; M)]=n&1 Var[cj (M) K( j)(X$iX; M)]. (3.10)
A natural measure of the discrepancy of the density estimator f j from the
true density function f may be the mean squared error (MSE) defined by
MSEX ( f j)=E[ f j (X; M)& f (X )]2
=[E[ f j (X; M)]& f (X )]2+Var[ f j (X; M)], (3.11)
i.e., the sum of the squared bias and the variance at X. The most widely
used way of measuring the global accuracy of f j as an estimator of f is the
mean integrated squared error (MISE) defined by
MISE( f j)=E |
Vk, m
[ f j (X; M)& f (X )]2 [dX]=|
Vk, m
MSEX ( f j)[dX]
=|
Vk, m
[E[ f j (X; M)]& f (X)]2 [dX]
+|
Vk, m
Var[ f j (X; M)][dX]. (3.12)
We also investigate the asymptotic behavior of the mean of f j (X; M),
|
Vk, m
Xf j (X; M)[dX]=
1
n
cj (M) :
n
i=1
|
Vk, m
XK( j)(X$iX; M)[dX]. (3.13)
The transformation X  (W, Q) defined by (2.15) plays a useful role in the
investigation.
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For investigating (3.9), we make the transformation X1  (W, Q) with X
replacing 1 in (2.15) for given X; that is,
X1=X(Ik&W*$W*)12+X =W*, with W*=WQ. (3.14)
Then we have
X1 =X+X =W*& 12XW*$W*&
1
8X(W*$W*)
2+ } } }
=X+X(1)(W*; X)+X(2)(W*; X )+X(4)(W*; X )+ } } }
=X+X(W*; X ), (3.15)
say, where X(i)(W*; X ) denotes a matrix-valued polynomial of degree i in
W*. Thus we obtain
E[ f j (X; M)]=
cj (M)
g(k, m) |R(1)m&k, k
K( j)[(Ik&W$W )12; M] |Ik&W$W|&12
_f [X+X(W; X)](dW ), for j=1, 2. (3.16)
We assume the following
Assumption 3.1. The unknown density function f (X ) has continuous
derivatives of all orders required.
We use the Taylor expansion for rectangular matrix arguments,
f [X+X(W; X )]=etr[X(W; X ) X$] f (X )
={1+tr _ :
2
i=1
X(i)(W; X) X$&
+ 12 [tr X(1)(W; X ) X$]
2+O(W3)= f (X ), (3.17)
where etr A=exp(tr A), X is the matrix of differential operators for a
rectangular matrix X=(xij) defined by
X=(xij),
and O(W 3) denotes the terms of order three in the elements of W.
Now, from (3.16), it is seen that
K (0, j)(W; M)=[cj (M)g(k, m)] K( j)[(Ik&W$W )12: M]
_|Ik&W$W| &12, for j=1, 2, (3.18)
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are density functions on the space R (1)m&k, k defined by (2.3). Furthermore,
we make the transformation W  V, where
WM&12=V. (3.19)
Then it is seen that
K (1, j)(V; M)=[cj (M) |M| (m&k)2g(k, m)]
_K( j)[(Ik&M12V$VM 12)12; M]
_|Ik&M12V$VM12| &12, for j=1, 2, (3.20)
are density functions on the space
R(1)m&k, k(M)=[V # Rm&k, k ; 0V$V<M
&1(=.. )].
Since we have
M&12[Ik&(Ik&M12V$VM12)12] M&12= 12V$V+O(M),
and
|Ik&M12V$VM12|&12=1+O(M),
asymptotically for small M, K (1, j)(V; M) approach the limit density
functions
K (1, j)(V )=cj (k, m) K ( j)(V ) (3.21)
on the entire space Rm&k, k , where
cj (k, m)= lim
M  0
cj (M) |M| (m&k)2g(k, m), for j=1, 2,
and
K ( j)(V )={K(
1
2V$V ),
K(V$V ),
for j=1,
for j=2.
(3.22)
The order of the convergence of K (1, j)(V; M) to K (1, j)(V ) would be usually
of O(M) for a reasonable function K(T). We note that the limit density
functions K (1, j)(V ) are even functions of V. Thus we may impose the
following assumption on the density functions K1, j (V; M). The validity of
the assumption will be examined for the special kernel function K(T )=
etr(&T ) in Section 3.2.
Assumptions 3.2. The density functions K (1, j)(V; M), j=1, 2, have
moments of all orders required. In particular, the means may be of O(M)
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without loss of generality; here the order of the convergence of
K (1, j)(V; M) to K (1, j)(V) may be of O(M).
Combining (3.16) and (3.17), under Assumption 3.2, we obtain
E[ f j (X; M)]= f (X )+b(X; M), (3.23)
where we have the bias
b(X; M)=|
R(1)m&k, k
K (0, j)(W; M) {tr _ :
2
i=1
X(i)(W; X ) X$&
+ 12[tr X(1)(W; X ) X$]
2+ } } } = f (X )(dW )
=b$(X; M)+O(M32),
with
b$(X; M)=|
Rm&k, k
K (1, j)(V )[&12 tr XM
12V$VM12U$
+ 12 (tr X
=VM 12U$)2] f (U ) | U=X (dV)
=O(M), for j=1, 2. (3.24)
For investigating the variance of f j (X; M) given by (3.10), we have
n Var[ f j (X; M)]=|
Vk, m
[cj (M) K( j)[(Ik&W$W )12; M]]2
_f (X1)[dX1]&[Ef j (X; M)]2
=v ( j)1 &v
( j)
2 , say, for j=1, 2.
Similarly to the calculation of (3.24), making the transformations (3.14)
and then (3.19), in view of (3.17), we have
v ( j)1 =
[cj (M)]2
g(k, m) |R(1)m&k, k
[K( j)[(Ik&W$W )12; M]]2
_|Ik&W$W|&12 [1+tr X=W X$+O(W2)] f (X )(dW )
=cj (M) _f (X) |Rm&k, k K
( j)(V ) K (1, j)(V)(dV )+O(M)& ,
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where K (1, j)(V ) and K ( j)(V ) are defined by (3.21) and (3.22), respectively.
Thus, in view of (3.23) with (3.24), we obtain
Var[ f j (X; M)]=
1
n {cj (M) _f (X ) |Rm&k, k K
( j)(V ) K (1, j)(V)(dV )+O(M)&
&[ f (X )+O(M)]2=
=..
cj (M)
n
f (X) |
Rm&k, k
K ( j)(V ) K (1, j)(V )(dV), (3.25)
and hence
|
Vk, m
Var[ f j (X; M)][dX]
=..
cj (M)
n |Rm&k, k K
( j)(V ) K (1, j)(V )(dV), for j=1, 2. (3.26)
From (3.23) and (3.24), it is seen that the squared bias and hence
the integrated squared bias are of O(M2), which may be compared with
the variance and the integrated variance given by (3.25) and (3.26),
respectively. Usually, the cj (M) are decreasing functions in M; this will be
demonstrated for the special kernel function K(T )=etr(&T ) in Section 3.2.
If we want to choose M to make the MISE( f ) defined by (3.12) as small
as possible, we are faced with one of the fundamental problems of density
estimation. That is, there exists a tradeoff between the bias (systematic
error) and the variance (random error); the bias can be reduced at the
expense of increasing the variance, and vice versa.
For the means of f j (X; M), j=1, 2, given by (3.13), let us evaluate each
of the integrals
cj (M) |
Vk, m
XK( j)(X$iX; M)[dX], for j=1, 2, and i=1, ..., n,
by making the transformation X  (W, Q) defined by (3.6). We have the
means of f j (X; M),
|
Vk, m
Xf j (X; M)[dX]=X +
1
n
:
n
i=1
Q ( j)i , with X =
1
n
:
n
i=1
Xi ,
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where
Q( j)i =
cj (M)
g(k, m) |R(1)m&k, k
Xi (W; Xi) K( j)[(Ik&W$W )12; M]
_|Ik&W$W | &12 (dW ), for j=1, 2,
where Xi (W; Xi) is given by (3.15) with Xi replacing X. From (3.15) and
Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2, we see that Q ( j)i =O(M) and hence
|
Vk, m
Xf j (X; M)[dX]=X +O(M), for j=1, 2, (3.27)
where X approaches Vk, m Xf (X )[dX] in probability as n becomes large.
3.2. Applications for a Special Kernel Function
We consider the problem of estimating the unknown density function
f (X ) using the kernel function K(T)=etr(&T) for a given random sample
X1 , ..., Xn on Vk, m . We can calculate
1
cj (M )
={
etr(&M &1) |
Vk, m
etr(M&1X$iX )[dX]
=etr(&M&1)0F1( 12 m,
1
4M
&2+ , for j=1, (3.28)
etr(&M&1) |
Vk, m
etr(XiM&1X$iXX$)[X]
=etr(&M&1)1F1 ( 12 k;
1
2m; M
&1), for j=2. (3.29)
Here the functions 0F1 and 1F1 are the hypergeometric functions with
matrix argument; for a detailed discussion of hypergeometric functions
with matrix arguments together with zonal polynomials, see Herz [17],
Constantine [11], James [19] and Muirhead [23]. From the asymptotic
expansion for 0F1( 12m;
1
4 M
&2) for large M &1 (i.e., for small M)
(see Muirhead [22, p. 22]), c1(M) given by (3.28) is a decreasing function
in M, approximately with O(M). Using the asymptotic expansion
for 1F1( 12k;
1
2 m; M
&1) for large M&1 in terms of the 2F0 function (see
Constantine and Muirhead [12, Theorem 3.2]), we have
c2(M)=[1k( 12 k)1k(
1
2m) |M|
(m&k)2][1+O(M)].
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From (3.18), the density functions K (0, j)(W; M) on R (1)m&k, k are given by
K (0, j)(W; M)
={
c1(M)
g(k, m)
etr(&M&1) etr[M&1(Ik&W$W )12] |Ik&W$W | &12,
for j=1,
c2(M)
g(k, m)
etr(&M&1W$W ) |Ik&W$W |&12,
for j=2.
Making the transformation (3.19), the density functions K (1, j)(V; M) on
R(1)m&k, k(M) are seen to converge to K
(1, j)(V ) with O(M), where
K (1, j)(V)={(2?)
&k(m&k)2 etr(&12V$V),
?&k(m&k)2 etr(&V$V ),
for j=1,
for j=2,
(3.30)
are certainly density functions on Rm&k, k .
To evaluate the bias in (3.24), we need the following
Lemma 3.3. For constant matrices A and B of suitable dimensions and
K (1, 1)(V ) given by (3.30), we have
I1=|
Rm&k, k
K (1, 1)(V)(tr AV )2 (dV )=tr AA$, (3.31)
and
I2=|
Rm&k, k
K (1, 1)(V ) tr(AV$V)(dV)=(m&k) tr A. (3.32)
Proof. Ii , i=1, 2, are given by the coefficients of 12x
2 and x in
gi=|
Rm&k, k
K (1, 1)(V) Gi (V )(dV ),
with Gi (V )=etr(xAV ), etr(xAV$V ), for i=1, 2, respectively. We have
gi=etr( 12x
2AA$), |Ik&2xA| &(m&k)2, for i=1, 2, respectively, leading to the
desired results. K
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Using (3.30) and Lemma 3.3 in (3.24), we obtain
b$(X; M)
={
1
2 tr[&(m&k) XM U$+M U$X
=X =$ U] f (U ) | U=X ,
for j=1
tr[&14(m&k) XM U$+M U$X
=X=$ U] f (U ) | U=X ,
for j=2.
Next, for the variances Var[ f j (X; M)] evaluated by (3.25), we obtain
Var[ f j (X; M)]=
.
. {[1k(
1
2k)n1k(
1
2m) |4M|
(m&k)2] f (X ),
[1k( 12k)n1k(
1
2m) |2M|
(m&k)2] f (X ),
for j=1,
for j=2.
Thus, for both f j (X; M), j=1, 2, we want to make n large and M small so
that [n |M| (m&k)2]&1 is small enough.
4. DENSITY ESTIMATION VIA THE DECOMPOSITIONS OF
THE STIEFEL MANIFOLD
We have already seen that a random matrix X # Vk, m transforms to
random matrices W # R (1)m&k, k and Q # O(k) with one-to-one corre-
spondence; see (2.15) with (2.17), or (dW )[dQ]=g(k, m) |1 $XX$1 |12
[dX], using the fact |1 $XX$1 |=|Ik&W$W |.
There may often occur the case where estimating an unknown density
function of W on the real space R (1)m&k, k is easier than estimating that
of X on the manifold Vk, m . A density function of W # R (1)m&k, k is readily
obtainable from that of the corresponding Z # Rm&k, k through the trans-
formation (2.2) and its Jacobian (2.6), while the density estimation on the
space Rm&k, k was discussed by Chikuse [9].
From (2.15), we have 1=$X=W*, and hence W=1=$XQ$. Formally, if
f W | Q(W; Q) and f Q(Q) are estimators of the unknown conditional and
marginal density functions of the random matrix W with given Q and of
the random matrix Q, respectively, corresponding to a random matrix
X # Vk, m , then
f X (X )= g(k, m) |1 $XX$1 |12 f W | Q(1=$XQ$; Q) f Q(Q) (4.1)
gives an estimator of the unknown density function of the random matrix
X. However, the estimator given by the form (4.1) involving Q in general
must be intractable, and the following methods would be more suggestive.
If f W*(W*) is an estimator of the unknown conditional density function of
the random matrix W*=WQ, for W # R (1)m&k, k with given Q # O(k), then
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f W | Q(1=$XQ$; Q) in (4.1) can be replaced by f W*(1=$X ). Alternatively, if
the estimator f W | Q(W; Q) is expressed as a function of WW$, that is,
f W (W)= f 1(WW$), then f W | Q(1=$XQ$; Q) in (4.1) can be replaced
by f 1(1=$XX$1=). In all cases, furthermore, if the estimated marginal
distribution of Q is uniform on O(k), the estimator (4.1) becomes greatly
simplified.
As an alternative way, we may use the decomposition of X # Vk, m (see
Chikuse [3, Theorem 2.2]),
X=_ X1U(Ik&X$1X1)12& ,
where X1 # R (1)q, k and U # Vk, m&q(k+qm), and
[dX]=c(m, k; q) |Ik&X$1 X1 | (m&q&k&1)2 [dU](dX1),
with c(m, k; q)=1k( 12m)[?
kq21k[ 12 (m&q)]]. Formally, if f X1, U (X1 , U ) is
an estimator of the unknown joint density function of the random matrices
X1 and U, then
f X (X )=
1
c(m, k; q)
f X1, U (X1 , U ) |Ik&X$1 X1 |
&(m&q&k&1)2 (4.2)
is an estimator of the unknown density function of X. If we can assume
that X1 and U are independently distributed with U uniform on Vk, m&q ,
(4.2) becomes more tractable with X1=(Iq b 0q, m&q) X, where 0q, m&q
denotes the q_(m&q) matrix of zero elements.
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